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Radiocarbon dating was supported by a grant from the Vernacular Architecture Group.

Fig. 2. Plan, showing truss and bay numbering.

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
SUMMARY AND HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Low Thatch is an exceptionally small and low structure now of five bays. Throughout, the first floor is
little more than an attic with very low eaves. It has one cruck truss with a type ‘A’ apex, of equally small
and slender proportions, one of the smallest in all the project houses. The cruck was sampled for dendro-
chronology but was found to be of elm and with too few rings to date; other Warwickshire crucks using
this apex carpentry, range from the earliest surviving examples (1380s) until about 1470. However, a
radiocarbon date for this truss gave the unexpectedly late date of cal AD1655-1687. Initially it seemed
likely that the cruck was the only surviving truss from an early house. However, the radiocarbon date
requires a re-interpretation of the development.

The structure is made up of three sections. Bays IV-V are box-framed, with an original floor and
with truss T5 having an interrupted tiebeam, a typical seventeenth-century form in Warwickshire. Truss
T4 has had its tiebeam cut through to permit access to the inserted upper floor in bays II-III. At the west
end, the presumed truss T6 has been replaced in brick. Bays II-III have the cruck truss T1 at the east end,
with two roughly-built tiebeam trusses at T2 and T3 (the latter adjacent to T4). These bays originally
lacked an upper floor. Bay (I) was added in brick, in the late eighteenth or nineteenth century. The
remaining exterior walls were rebuilt in brick soon after this.

The cruck truss seems unlikely to be domestic, as it is a century and a half later than the latest other
Warwickshire cruck house. Such houses are known from the seventeenth, and indeed the eighteenth
century in northern English counties (Cumbria, Durham and Yorkshire), where single-storey living
continued to be the norm in the post-medieval period. However, cruck barns of the 1630s have been
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identified in Derbyshire (and also Montgomeryshire).1 It is therefore suggested that the building began
as a small barn, attached to another probably agricultural building (bays IV-V) which had an upper floor.
Both were then converted to semi-detached cottages in the eighteenth century. It is also likely that the
carpenter who erected it came from Derbyshire (or further north).

STRUCTURAL FEATURES

BAYS II-III: Trusses T1-3 all lean by several degrees to the east. Truss T1 is a small cruck frame
measuring only 15ft high by 14ft wide, one of the smallest crucks recorded in the present survey. The
timbers are entirely of elm, mostly of boxed heart section, and the fair face is set towards bay II. The two
cruck blades measure about 6 by 7in and are almost straight. The apex is of type ‘A’, in which the blades
are joined by a skew-pegged yoke, with the blades extending above this, almost meeting at the top where
the ridge rests. On the south side, the tiebeam does not extend out much beyond the blade, but it
presumably did support the wallplate and was cut back when the walls were replaced in brick; the halved
collar has been cut for access at first floor level to bay I. No original structural members extend beyond it
and the blades show traces of weathering facing bay I, indicating that this was the end of the building;
however, the rarity of end trusses not showing their fair faces to the exterior should be borne in mind.

Fig. 3. Section of truss T1 from the west.

1 See the Vernacular Architecture Dendrochronology Database (http://archaeologydataservice.-
ac.uk/archives/view/vag_dendro/; doi:10.5284/1017440). For the barns, see VA 25, 41; 26, 53; 36,
102.
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Truss T3 (Fig. 4) is in two parts. The original structure comprises a tiebeam (6 by 4in) carrying a
shallow-pitched rafter of very small section (4 by 3in), with the space between the two infilled by a
diagonal stave; the rafter has been sawn off to give access between bays III and IV. This shallow pitch
and small dimensions would be understandable if this truss did not support the purlin, which could have
been carried on truss T4. The rear of these members is smoke blackened, possibly the residue of a
smoke-hood.

Fig. 4. Sketch section of truss T3. The outline
of the severed tiebeam and queen strut of T4 is

also shown.

The truss was later strengthened by pegging a heavier timber(7 by 5in) in front of the truss, as a
higher-pitched rafter (supporting the purlin). This timber is a reused soot-blackened purlin from a bay
about 12ft long, carrying light halvings for windbraces at each end and with double rafter peg-holes at
about 16in centres (presumably for rafters in two sections, above and below the purlin). The lower end
appears to rest on the bay III floorboards.

It is clear that this purlin and the rafter opposite it were inserted at the same time. The end of the
purlin is precisely fitted to the rafter with a trench is cut in the purlin which engages the opposing
principal. What appears to be the original end of the purlin is 1½in beyond the rafter. The outer surfaces
of both timbers are totally unweathered, and it was perhaps inserted to provide additional support
following the racking of the trusses in bays II-II. The present infill of truss T3 dates from the
reconstruction of the truss and is principally of daub, but includes some early bricks, filling gaps.

Truss T2 has halved principal rafters crossing at the apex to support the ridge and lacks collars. The
principals are waney planks (8in by 3in) halved from an elm timber. They appear to be tenoned to the
tiebeam in the floor void. The purlins in these bays are whole poles, with clumsy splayed scarfs just west
of T2, between the thin top of one timber and the heavier butt of the next. They are trenched around the
principals. A pole-like wallplate on the south side of bays II-III (5in diameter) has an unpegged mortice
is visible in it above the south doorway. No main posts or studs survive, and it seems possible that these
were only slender, even at the positions of the tiebeam trusses.
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The ground floor partition at truss 2 includes a heavy central stud, but is open on the first floor. The
axial beam in bay II has a deep chamfer, but any stops are concealed. The beam in bay III is on a slightly
different alignment and has a smaller chamfer with straight cut stops at the eastern end. The present
chimney conceals the western end of this beam, indicating that the insertion of the floor must pre-date
that of the chimney (unless the beam was itself reused).

BAYS IV-V: Truss T4 (vertical) adjoins the leaning T3. It is of tiebeam and collar construction with
queen struts, with an apparently original infill of narrow bricks, similar to those in the chimney in bay III.
The tiebeam is considerably above floor level in either bay III or IV and has been severed for
communication between the bays. In truss T5, the principal rafter terminates at the collar, and the
tiebeam is interrupted by the queen struts which descend presumably to a lower tiebeam; this structural
form is often seen in seventeenth century Warwickshire houses. The purlins are carried on the backs of
the principal rafters and are jointed with bridled scarfs with splayed abutments.

LATER WORK: Bay I is now entirely of brick with the roof supported on purlins spanning from truss T1
to the brick gable wall, which are similar in character to those in bay II. The irregular rafters in this bay
measure 3-4½in by 3in, laid on average at 17in centres.Its axial beam is roughly chamfered but
unstopped.The chimney in bay III is of brick, with a chamfered lintel. It may have been built to replace
the smoke hood inferred above.

DENDROCHRONOLOGY AND RADIOCARBON DATING
For dendrochronology abbreviations see page facing Introduction.

Sampling Comments: Six samples were obtained through coring by Robert Howard on 14th October
1988. All proved to be of elm and had too few rings to be dated.

TREE-RING SAMPLE RECORD AND SUMMARY OF DATING

Sample Total Sapwood FMR LHR LMR Date
Code Sample Location Rings Rings Date Date Date Cat

WOA-A01 Cruck blade truss T1 front (west) 32* Not oak — — — — —
WOA-A02 Cruck blade truss T1 rear 9 Not oak — — — — —
WOA-A03 Principal rafter truss T2 rear 4 Not oak — — — — —
WOA-A04 Principal rafter truss T2 front 29 Not oak — — — — —
WOA-A05 Yoke truss T1 front 20 Not oak — — — — —
WOA-A06 Ridge piece, bay II 7 Not oak — — — — —
Not dated.

*Sample 1 was submitted for radiocarbon dating, when it was found that it had 98 rings (very contorted)
rather than 32.

Radiocarbon dating

Two radiocarbon samples comprising the first and final five rings from core WOA-A01 (98 rings) were
submitted to RLAHA, Oxford for radiocarbon dating by accelerator mass spectrometry. These gave the
calibrated dates listed below and shown in Fig. 5.

Sample Ref Cal 95% range Sapwood info

WOA-A1A 23075 1448-1523
1572-1630

First 5 rings of 98 complete to bark edge

WOA-A1B 22711 1654-1684
1735-1805
1932-1954

Final 5 rings of 98 complete to bark edge

The combination of these dates gave a felling date range of cal AD1655-1687.
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Fig. 5. Calibration of radiocarbon dates for WOA-A


